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Abstract This study compares copula regression, recently
introduced in the forest biometric literature, with four
benchmark regression models for computing wood volume
V in forest stands given the values of diameter at breast height
D and total height H, and suggests a set of statistical tech-
niques for the accurate assessment of model performance.
Two regression models deduced from the trivariate copula-
based distribution of V, D, and H are tested against the
classical Spurr’s model and Schumacher-Hall’s model based
on allometric and geometric concepts, and two regression
models that rely on Box-Cox transformed variables and are
in a middle ground, in terms of model complexity, between
copula-based regression and classical models. The accuracy
of the point estimates of V is assessed by a suitable set of
performance criteria and the nonparametric sign test,
whereas the associated uncertainty is evaluated by compar-
ing empirical and nominal coverage probabilities of the
prediction intervals. Focusing on point estimates, the
Schumacher-Hall’s model outperforms the other models in
terms of several performance criteria. The sign test points out
that the differences among the models that involve D and
H as separate covariates are not definitely significant,
whereas these models outperform the models with a single
covariate. As far as the interval estimates are of concern, the
four benchmark models provide comparable interval esti-
mates. The copula-based model with parametric marginals is
definitely outperformed by its competitors according to all
criteria, whereas the copula-based model with nonparamet-
ric marginals provides quite accurate point estimates but
biased interval estimates of V.
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Introduction
The quality of good forest management and planning relies
on the accuracy and precision of forest resource assess-
ment. Therefore, particular attention is paid to the con-
struction of prediction relationships for tree volume V or
biomass in forest stands at national and local level
(Tabacchi et al. 2011). According to West (2009), this task
can be accomplished through three types of techniques:
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